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Join us as we return 

to Ashmansworth 

on 14 July 2018 

Foreword 
 

We look forward to another season of significant events and not least our 

return to Ashmansworth in July.  Finzi Friends’ Chairman Martin Bussey 

has reviewed the clutch of events we have scheduled for this year and we 

bring this to your attention right at the beginning of the Newsletter, in 

Section 1. We very much hope you will join us. 

 

We share our involvement in the Ludlow English Song Weekend once 

again. This time the Finzi Friends are supporting the Welcome Reception 

when we hope to meet friends old and new and we look forward to seeing 

you there. 

 

Most importantly, we are returning to Ashmansworth this year and 

arrangements are already taking 

shape.  We will be holding our AGM 

in the morning, the agenda for which 

is included with this Newsletter, as is 

an Ashmansworth day flyer outlining 

the day’s programme and an 

application form for the event.  In 

conjunction with a talk in the morning by Martin Lee-Browne on his 

involvement with the Newbury String Players we are pleased to include in 

this newsletter another article on someone who knew Gerald.  Anna 

Shuttleworth also came to know the family through the Newbury String 

Players and she has very kindly recounted her experiences.  These are a 

wonderful insight into the lives of both Gerald Finzi and Ralph Vaughan 

Williams. [Finzi Friends is fortunate to benefit from Eric Hazelwood’s zeal 

and enthusiasm in searching out such fascinating memories - Martin 

Bussey] 

 

The Committee has been looking at how to use funds appropriately and 

how best to promote Finzi and performances of his works.  As a 

consequence a Reserves Deployment Working Party has been formed and a 

report of progress to date is given in Section 2. 

 

Following a number of requests we have reproduced the review of the 

Songs of Stephen Wilkinson as, due to a print error, it was slightly 

foreshortened in the December 2017 Journal. 
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our Members for their 

continued commitment to the Finzi Friends.  It is only through your 

support that we are able to promote Finzi’s legacy, fund events and sponsor 

appropriate projects which advance the understanding of Finzi and his 

music, sometimes through performance.  

 

Some members are shown below waiting to enjoy our last year’s Chosen 

Hill event.  Further pictures and an account of the event are given in 

Section 3 of this Newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Gathering 

for Philip’s 

talk in St 

Bart’s atop 

Chosen Hill 

 

 

 

 

 

  Gathering for the performance in St Andrew’s  
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1. Forthcoming Events 
 

The following are the events scheduled for 2018 in which the Finzi Friends 

have a significant involvement, or which we have arranged on behalf of the 

membership.  Martin Bussey has highlighted the exciting features of each 

event below but we would wish to draw your attention to the focus of this 

year’s event calendar, Ashmansworth in July. 

 

5-8 April 2018 New Paths Music Festival in Beverly 

 

As was trailed at last year’s AGM and in print, Finzi Friends is seeking to 

support musical ventures whose aims chime with our own, particularly in 

promoting the music of Finzi.  We are delighted to engage with the New 

Paths Festival in providing substantial financial support for their Finzi Day 

on 5 April 2018.  The festival, held in the beautiful Yorkshire town of 

Beverley, is varied, dynamic and fresh.  Events are held across the town, in 

traditional and new venues.  New Paths, whose artistic director is Libby 

Burgess, known to many Friends from her performances and writings for 

us, aims to attract new audiences and bring music to those less familiar 

with the sort of music we love.  It is a vibrant venture from some of today’s 

most exciting and imaginative young performers. In their Finzi day they are 

combining Finzi’s songs with other music, including Earth and Air and 

Rain sung by rising baritone Jonny Herford.  It is particularly exciting that 

the same concert will include Huw Watkins’ Larkin Songs, a Finzi Friends 

commission from a previous Ludlow English Song Weekend.  Other Finzi 

performed during the day includes Eclogue and the Magnificat.  The 

evening concert includes the premiere of a new commission, with funds 

from Finzi Friends, to mark the 70
th
 birthday of composer Diana Burrell.  

Several intrepid Finzi Friends will be supporting the festival in person, 

then journeying from Beverley to Ludlow on Friday 6
th
.  Join us! 

 

6 – 8 April 2018 – The Ludlow English Song Weekend 

 

The Ludlow English Song Weekend has its focus firmly across the Irish 

Sea this year, now moved to its new spot in the calendar at the beginning of 

April.  This move has enabled much easier booking of artists, as the 

summer months are now a hazard of opera festivals, with availability both 

curtailed and uncertain.  From April 6
th
 to 8

th
 Ludlow will be awash with 

fine singers exploring the hugely varied repertoire which has emanated 

from the island of Ireland, together with the fascinating discussions which 
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are a feature of Ludlow, chaired by the returning Katy Hamilton, who made 

such a mark on last year’s festival.  The Saturday evening offers another of 

Finzi Friends’  President Iain Burnside’s highly original mixes of words 

and music, enhanced by the performance of renowned actor Fiona Shaw.  

The Sunday afternoon sees the premiere of Finzi Friends Chairman Martin 

Bussey’s new cycle 1916, which explores the Dublin Easter Rising from 

both Irish and English writing.  There is much to enjoy, so if you haven’t 

already booked your tickets, time is short! If you are as yet unsure, Martin 

Bussey offers a couple of appetisers below.  

 

Hamilton Harty 

 

Time can deal unequally with musicians and composers, whatever their 

success during their lifetimes.  This certainly seems to be the case for Sir 

Hamilton Harty (1879-1941), pianist, composer and conductor.  His star as 

a composer has diminished in the UK over the years, with few of his 

compositions being performed regularly, the exception being his tone poem 

With the Wild Geese which appears on recordings and in concert 

programmes occasionally.  This year’s Ludlow weekend adjusts the 

balance with performances of some of his highly characteristic songs, 

several of which have been recorded by two of the weekend’s artists, 

Carolyn Dobbin and Iain Burnside.  It is interesting to compare Harty’s 

fortunes with those of fellow Irish composers Stanford and Wood, both of 

whom retain niches in contemporary music-making, partly, one suspects, 

through the significant places in the hierarchy of English academic and 

religious musical life that they enjoyed during their lifetimes.  Yet Harty 

would be considered to be far more ‘mainstream’ in his musical 

achievements these days than those contemporaries.  His most significant 

post was as conductor of the Halle Orchestra in the years 1920-33 during 

which time commissions included E. J. Moeran’s Symphony in G minor.  

He is credited with having revived the excellent standards of the Halle, 

although perhaps overshadowed by later stars such as Barbirolli in that 

orchestra’s pantheon of esteemed conductors.  His later career was 

overshadowed by illness and some controversy but Harty seems likely to be 

one of the ‘finds’ of this year’s Ludlow weekend for those for whom he has 

previously appeared to be little more than a footnote. 
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Big Literary Beasts 

 

Ludlow is no stranger to the great poets and writers, whatever their views, 

in the case of Housman, about being set to music.  Yet, Hardy and 

Houseman aside, there have been few Ludlow weekends where the 

opportunity to focus on two literary giants at once has arisen quite in the 

way that this year’s event brings both W.B.Yeats and James Joyce to 

prominence.  Taking the latter first, the weekend gives an opportunity to 

relish the lyrical side of Joyce’s writings, as well the more uncompromising 

texts chosen by Samuel Barber and John Cage (has he appeared on Ludlow 

programmes before?)  The poetry of W. B. Yeats is, perhaps, safer ground, 

but this year’s Ludlow gives the opportunity to hear Yeats’ words in the 

context of those of his contemporaries.  Much of Yeats’ late romantic 

wildness, his imagination and yearning, finds echoes in the poetry of less 

familiar names, particularly in his focus on the countryside of Ireland itself, 

and those place-names which, to non-Irish ears, often seem to hold 

talismanic qualities of mystery and promise.  In Yeats, much of the 

intensity of those poets particularly associated with the second decade of 

the twentieth century can be found.  To hear settings of his verse alongside 

settings of poems by perhaps less familiar figures such as Francis 

Ledwidge and Padraig Pearse promises to be a rich experience and also 

potentially a challenging one for those who are not natives of Ireland.  

 

14 July 2018 – Ashmansworth 

 

We very much look forward to welcoming as many Friends as possible to 

this year’s biennial visit to Ashmansworth on July 14
th
.  Practical 

arrangements can be found in the accompanying flyer.  We are so indebted 

to Helen and John Skinner for facilitating what we are sure will be another 

delicious lunch, and for their immense help in enabling us to visit once 

again.  This year we begin in the Village Hall, where lunch will also be 

held.  The formalities of the AGM, and the opportunity to talk about the 

current work of the Friends, begin the day.  This year we have news to give 

of financial support Finzi Friends is giving to a number of musical ventures 

connected with our aims.   

 

After the AGM, Martin Lee-Browne will talk about the Newbury String 

Players in his incomparable style: a chance to hear about a venture dear to 

Finzi’s heart.  Following lunch we move to the Church.  On this occasion 

we are thrilled to welcome the exciting young tenor Ruairi Bowen, 
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accompanied by Anna Tilbrook.  Ruairi will be familiar to many Friends 

from concerts at Hereford and Three Choirs.  He is a direct and compelling 

performer.  We await his interpretation of A Young Man’s Exhortation 

eagerly.  This will be another step forward in fulfilling our stated intention 

to support the exploration of Finzi and his music by today’s performers, 

building on the well-received articles by Libby Burgess and Gavin Roberts 

in the 2017 Journal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Church Farm Ashmansworth 
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2. News from the Committee & Announcement 
 

2.1 News from the Committee 

 

We are pleased to report that the Committee is a dedicated team and always 

enthusiastic and committed.  You could say the Finzi Friends are in good 

hands and don’t forget that we always ask that if you have any issues you 

would like the Committee to air, we would love to hear from you and all 

topics would be discussed in context.  In addition, a lot of work goes on 

behind the scenes to ensure the Society runs smoothly and you should be 

confident it is always our aim to serve the Membership to achieve the most 

advantageous outcome. 

 

An issue in the forefront at present is the changes to Data Protection which 

come into force in May.  We are concerned to ensure that our constitution 

is aligned with the issues involved and we will be very careful to ensure all 

topics are considered. 

 

2.2 Treasurer’s News & Membership Subscriptions 

 

We are into the season of subscription renewal.  It is a great pleasure to 

report that many members have now reaffirmed their continuing interest in 

and love of Gerald Finzi’s music by paying their subscription for 2018 by 

one means or another. 

 

In the hope that those members who have not yet re-subscribed will want to 

do so soon, we have included a renewal reminder for anyone whose 

subscription had not arrived by 12 March.  If you have received such a 

reminder and think that you have in fact renewed for 2018, please tell 

Adrian Williams.  His contact details can be found on the last page of this 

Newsletter.  A number of members, when they renew their subscription, 

take the opportunity to add a donation.  Such donations are greatly 

appreciated.  The table of subscription rates is well-pitched to run our 

charity prudently and (the Committee hopes) effectively; it is the continual 

inflow of donations that enables us to plan schemes and ventures that 

justify the Friends’ declared aim of “...promoting the knowledge of, 

appreciation of the life of, and performance of the works of Gerald Finzi 

(1901-1956)”  If you are one such donor, you will understand, we hope, if 

we do not spend part of your generosity on a postage stamp for a letter of 

acknowledgement and thanks.  If we have your email address, on the other 
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hand, we can do things properly – and we hope soon to be able to complete 

a session of email-dispatch to make more personal this general expression 

of gratitude. 

 

Member    £20.00 

Additional member at same address  £12.50 

Students    £10.00 

Overseas    £25.00 

 

And what are the Friends planning to do with the substantial reserves that 

are now available to us?  Adrian wrote, in the previous Newsletter (Volume 

34, Number 2, October 2017) that a working party had been set up to 

explore the potential for disbursing funds in pursuit of our objectives.  we 

are delighted to report that we have made substantial progress. 

 

Firstly, we have committed £5,000 in support of the third New Paths 

Festival due to take place in Beverley in April 2018.  On page 4 of this 

Newsletter, Chairman Martin Bussey has written in more detail about our 

support of New Paths, and it is the strength of the Friends’ last Balance 

Sheet that gives us great confidence in assuring members that this is the 

sort of project that we can and should afford. 

 

Our support for the New Paths Festival is substantial.  In parallel with that 

initiative, the working party has sought ways of giving financial assistance 

to smaller projects mounted by organizations and individuals – typically, 

choirs, orchestras, and music students.  To that end, the Friends placed an 

announcement in the Spring issue of High Notes, the membership magazine 

of Making Music, a UK organization that provides advice, support and 

resources for leisure-time music groups and musicians across the UK, with 

around 3,000 member groups (of whom Finzi Friends is one).  Our 

announcement offered financial support to projects that are in accord with 

the Friends’ declared aims.  We are pleased to say that, at the time of 

writing, we have received a number of enquiries, leading to applications 

that are now under consideration by the working party. 

 

2.3 Congratulations to Committee Member Jennie McGregor-Smith 

 

It used to be our tradition in this spring volume of the Newsletter to report 

on the series of concerts of English Song held throughout the previous year  
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at Tardebigge.  Finzi and other English composers were regularly 

represented by renowned artists and 

the whole series was organised and 

presented to us by our own Committee 

Member Jennie McGregor-Smith.  

These events took place over many 

years and were always well attended.  

Sadly, at the end of 2016 Jennie 

decided to end the series. 

 

We enjoyed many wonderful concerts 

and informative talks in Tardebigge 

over the years and we are eternally 

grateful to Jennie for her hard work 

and dedication in ensuring our 

enjoyment. 

 

However, this isn’t the only contribution she has made, and continues to 

make to the English classical tradition.  Apart from her dedicated 

contribution to the Finzi Friends Committee, which led to the founding and 

formation of the Ludlow English Song Weekend with Committee Member 

Jim Page, Jennie has made an enormous contribution to and founded other 

societies in her local area.   

 

As a result, we are pleased to report that her contribution to the arts within 

the community has eventually been recognised and in the New Year’s 

honours she was awarded a BEM for her services.  We congratulate Jennie 

for this worthy recognition and we have naturally been pleased that her 

talents have been shared with the Finzi Friends. 

 

Her other achievements are as follows:- 

 

Jennie was one of the prime movers along with architect Alfie Woods in 

the founding of the Bromsgrove Society.  She was also at the forefront of 

the long campaign to create an Arts Centre in Bromsgrove, which began in 

1986, and finally reached its fulfilment when Artrix was opened in 2005.  

For over thirty years she was the adventurous spirit behind the succession 

of imaginative programmes and weekends promoted by Bromsgrove 

Concerts, and her own series of Celebrating English Song at Tardebigge 

made a real contribution to the revival of interest in English Song.   
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She has been at the heart of the Housman Society Committee for thirty 

years as, after joining the committee in 1987, she immediately showed her 

skills by offering to set the Journal, something she continued to do in style 

for the next eight years.  As a member of the sub-committee planning the 

celebrations for the centenary of A Shropshire Lad in 1996 she not only 

bristled with ideas but also had the practical skills to carry them out and 

continued to provide the design for the Society’s publicity material to the 

present day. 

 

At a regional level she was Chair of the National Federation of Music 

Societies which put on simultaneous performances of Verdi’s Requiem in 

the region’s three cathedrals; she also chaired the Music Societies sub-

committee which bought a Steinway for use in the region.  She has written 

a valuable study of Bromsgrove architect John Cotton, a book about 

Greenhill in Blackwell and a subsequent book “Bromsgrove to Aston 

Fields – a story of Victorian Expansion”.  She is currently working on a 

book on Finstall, the village where she lives. 

 

Our President, Iain Burnside has commented: ‘Jennie is one of music’s 

great enablers ….. I am astonished she has found the energy to achieve so 

much and in so many spheres.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Jennie with Ian Venables at her recent Birthday Party 
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3 Recent Events – Chosen Hill 
 

The Ludlow English Song Weekend in 2017 can be hailed an unmitigated 

success as usual, building on the tremendous hard work and the reputation 

established by Jim and Jennie from its inception.  This time was slightly 

different as the weekend is now established as a stand-alone enterprise, 

already successfully affirming its status in the English Classical calendar. 

 

This has allowed us to focus on our own programme of events in our 

commitment to the Finzi Friends Membership and the promotion of Finzi 

in an entertaining setting.  This was successfully achieved in the spring of 

last year by choosing to feature an event at another favourite haunt of 

Gerald’s and the inspiration for In Terra Pax. 

 

We met at Churchdown in the shadow of one of the Cotswold outliers 

between Cheltenham and Gloucester and a location which charmed and 

inspired Gerald during his Three Choirs visits, that of Chosen Hill. 

 

We were very grateful to one of our members, Reverend John Risdon, for 

facilitating use of the magnificent community centre of St. Andrew’s 

Church in Churchdown.  This was an inspired proposal by Reverend John 

as on this occasion we had chosen to offer a joint event with the Ivor 

Gurney Society who also met for their AGM. 

 

We were blessed by the sanctity of our location and we were blessed by the 

weather. As our first event was to take place at St. Bartholomew’s on the 

very top of Chosen Hill 

some members chose to 

walk to the top and admire 

the magnificent view on 

the way there, the rest of 

us submitting to the 

automobile.  We were 

privileged to have Dr. 

Philip Lancaster to talk to 

us on ‘Baedekers and 

Benedictions: Finding 

Gurney’ in the small but 

beautifully appointed Church.  

If you refer to the December 
Philip after his talk in St 

Bartholomew’s 
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2017 Finzi Friends Journal you will see a transcript of his talk there.  Philip 

is an established Finzi Friend; he is a singer, a published poet and a 

composer and came to us from his new home location in Exeter where he 

writes and lectures on British music and poetry at the University. 

 

Whilst at the top we had been given access to the Sexton’s cottage adjacent 

to the Church, notable for being where Gerald was invited to stay 

occasionally but also where he contracted chicken pox from the Sexton’s 

children which ultimately contributed to his untimely death shortly 

afterwards. 

 

We were able to capture the ambiance and history of the cottage although it 

is otherwise now empty.  Nonetheless a privilege to have seen and 

experienced the atmosphere and the moment as Gerald would have known 

it. 

 

After lunch back in St. Andrew’s we welcomed the Chester Bach Singers 

and instrumentalists under the direction of Martin Bussey for our afternoon 

concert.  We were also fortunate to have Marcus Farnsworth, the baritone 

soloist, performing for us.  Marcus is established on the operatic stage, and 

as a soloist has performed with many renowned orchestras and choirs in the 

UK and across the world. We are always pleased to welcome him to sing 

Finzi which he has done at Ludlow and Tardebigge on many occasions.  

 

Martin had cleverly prepared an afternoon of song representing both Finzi 

and Gurney.  We heard Finzi’s Part-Song cycle Seven poems of Robert 

Bridges beautifully presented by the Chester Bach Singers.  After the first 

three Martin successfully bifurcated the cycle by leading the Singers in a 

performance of his own Seven Meadows consisting of six poems of Ivor 

Gurney, an apt choice for our joint Society day.  Martin has 

The Sexton’s Cottage Inside the Cottage 
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sympathetically set these poems and the Chester Bach Singers and 

instrumentalists didn’t let him down, following his direction, in form and 

presentation to encourage those for whom this may have been their first 

performance, to be eager to repeat the experience.  The remaining four 

Finzi/Bridges group of part songs then followed. 

 

 
The Choir and Ensemble led by Martin Bussey with Marcus Farnsworth, 

soloist, during the performance 

 

We were very pleased that Martin had the foresight to bring his Chester 

Bach Choir Singers who very graciously gave a spirited performance 

purely for the joy of being able to delight us with a faultless programme.  

We were most grateful for their commitment to our event as it was one of 

the highlights of the day 

 

Following afternoon tea Marcus was joined by Libby Burgess on the piano 

as he started with Gurney’s Seven Meadows.  Libby is also known to us 

though Ludlow performances but her dedication to song and chamber 

music has led to her collaboration with some of the finest singers and 

instrumentalists of her generation.  She is Artistic Director of New Paths, a 

major new festival of concerts and outreach events founded in 2016.  We 

look forward to hearing more from Libby.  That afternoon we were to hear 

them deliver, amongst other music, Philip Lancaster’s composition Bach 

and the Sentry and Finzi’s cycle To a Poet, as well as some of Gurney’s 

piano music.  Marcus and Libby didn’t disappoint: it was a model 

combination abundant with quality.  How delightful that Marcus should 

encore with Finzi’s Rollicum Rorum, cheering us on our way. 
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We are pleased to say that this new adventure was successful, full of 

variety and interest and an altogether rewarding experience.  Members and 

guests confirmed this by expressing their enthusiastic appreciation with the 

day’s events and requesting that we should not hesitate to repeat the 

experience in the same location. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Libby Burgess and Marcus 

Farnsworth after their performance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A view from Chosen Hill towards the Cotswolds 
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4 People who knew Gerald 
 

Cellist – Anna Shuttleworth 

 

We continue to be eager to profile people who can still remember Gerald 

Finzi and to share with you their experiences.  We are lucky to still have 

people among us who are able to recount those episodes in their lives, and 

in this edition we are very fortunate and privileged to have made contact 

with a high profile musician who has kindly offered to share her 

experiences with us.  She is the renowned cellist Anna Shuttleworth.  Anna 

is now 90 but still active and very willing to share with us her experiences 

for which we are very grateful. 

 

It is important that we don’t lose sight of 

those of us that have had the fortune to have 

met and even known Gerald and we appeal 

to anyone out there who has these 

experiences to make contact and share with 

us if they would be so generous.  We are 

happy to give you some ideas to build on if 

you feel you need some guidance.  
 
Anna Shuttleworth studied cello with Ivor 

James and Harvey Phillips at the Royal 

College of Music and later became a 

professor at the same college.  Her pupils 

have included Alexander Baillie, Martin 

Johnson, Natalie Clein and František Brikcius. 
 

While at the RCM, Anna became a founding member of the Vivien Hind 

String Quartet, an ensemble that she played with for a number of years.  

After leaving the RCM her friend Joan Dickson organised for the 

cellist Enrico Mainardi to give lessons in London for which Anna took part.  

She also continued her studies with Franz Walter in Geneva. 

 

Shortly after leaving college, Anna was invited to play at the Newbury 

Festival with the Newbury String Players, both in the orchestra and later as 

a soloist.  This initiated a long friendship with the family of Gerald 

Finzi and their musical circle, including Ursula and Ralph Vaughan 

Williams.  This period also witnessed a richly varied freelance career, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_College_of_Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_College_of_Music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natalie_Clein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franti%C5%A1ek_Brikcius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enrico_Mainardi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_Finzi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerald_Finzi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Vaughan_Williams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Vaughan_Williams
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playing in a number of festival orchestras, as a chamber musician and 

soloist. She was once affectionately referred to as “The Swellest Cellist” by 

Vaughan Williams. 

 

In 1953, at the recommendation of the composer Herbert Howells, Anna 

entered for the Boise scholarship and in 1954 was awarded a substantial 

sum to further her cello studies. This she used to study with Mainardi in 

Salzburg and Rome, and with Pablo Casals in Zermatt and Prades. 

 

In the 1960s, Anna’s career took off and she became a member of several 

ensembles and performed for many BBC broadcasts. In 1964 Novello 

published “Playing the cello” which Anna wrote jointly with Hugo Cole. 

Anna had a lesson with Rostropovich who complimented her on her 

beautiful cello sound and musicianship.  She became a “sought after” cello 

professor at the RCM and taught many of today’s well-known musicians.  

Other cellists at the RCM included Joan Dickson, Amanda Truelove, 

Melissa Phelps, Louise Hopkins, and Moray Welsh. 

 

Anna’s contact with Gerald 

 

Talking about Gerald, from a very personal point of view, Anna is able to 

say that she loves Gerald’s music and she recounts that everyone involved 

at that time spoke of Gerald with affection and how they missed him after 

his death.  She also recalls that, when conducting, Gerald enjoyed waving 

his arms about and it was obvious he felt the music deeply.  He could be 

brutally honest about performance and ability but didn’t fail to encourage 

people to persevere.  She also said that whilst he sometimes talked to her 

his head was so full of music and this preoccupied him mostly.  She felt, 

however, that he was a kind and gentle man and demonstrated qualities of 

both confidence and a retiring nature.   

 

Anna goes on to tell the story of her involvement with Gerald and explains: 

 

My first meeting with Gerald Finzi, his family, and his music was through 

an invitation by a fellow cello student, Amaryllis Fleming, at the RCM.  

She asked me to play in the Newbury Festival of 1945.  We played 

Vaughan William’ Fantasia on a theme of Thomas Tallis for double string 

orchestra and quartet with an enlarged Newbury String Players.  As we had 

rehearsals on the day before the concert, the Finzi’s arranged for all the 

visitors to stay the night either in their house or with friends in the village 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_Howells
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pablo_Casals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joan_Dickson
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of Ashmansworth in Hampshire.  At this first visit I slept in a small house 

down the lane, but had the chance to meet everyone.  I especially remember 

Jean Stewart and Vaughan Williams spending the evening with the Finzi 

Family. 

 

I felt at once that somehow I belonged there, musically, spiritually, 

artistically and intellectually.  In every way their way of living was so rich, 

not so much with money but with warmth and friendship based on similar 

ideals about music and life.  I do not know that they felt this especially 

about me, but, they seemed happy that I should come down whenever 

possible to play at the Newbury String Players concert and stay with them 

over many memorable Sundays. 

 

Joy, Gerald’s wife, was always looking after everyone in every way, 

whether encouraging people to collect mushrooms in the fields the other 

side of the lane, telling them about a book or a work of art, or feeding them 

with delicious homemade food.  How she ever found time for her own 

drawings and sculpture work I was not quite sure, because at the same time 

she was looking after two very energetic and lively boys: Kiffer and Nigel, 

and running the house with the help of Olive, a village friend.  Also, Joy 

defended Gerald so he could compose in peace in his room, while she dealt 

with the bulk of the practicalities of the organisation of the orchestra, 

telephoning people, dealing with orchestral parts and cooking.  Some years 

later Joy drew a portrait of my mother Inez, which she gave to me.  I have 

this portrait in Kent; it was not one of Joy’s better ones!   

 

Gerald somehow tapped my unconsciousness at a very deep level.  I often 

dreamt about him, and admitted this to Joy and the boys, who teased me 

about it.  When I first visited Ashmansworth, Gerald sometimes drove the 

car, which seemed to have control over him!  I remember wildly perilous 

trips to the bus stop at the bottom of the hill where he would always wait 

with me until the bus came.  Then we used to go for marvellous picnics on 

top of the downs, where the boys dashed about setting light to brushwood, 

nobody seemed to mind. 

 

Gerald and Joy were quite keen I should play concertos, as they liked my 

playing.  Most of the programmes I have of Newbury String Players’ 

concerts have my name on them.  But I also played in many other concerts.  

Gerald’s conducting, like his music, was not predominantly rhythmical.  He 

waved his arms in an imaginative style and we all did our best to follow 
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him.  The cellists were usually placed in a straight line along the back of 

the orchestra, and this, combined with Gerald’s beat (and a good deal of 

gossiping, especially with Herma Fiedler) meant we sometimes were 

behind the beat.  Some of the charm of these concerts was the magical 

settings, the meeting of old friends and the love of music generated by 

everyone involved. 

 

Gerald was not the most practical of mortals.  I can remember sitting 

outside in the car with Joy, Kiffer and Nigel with all the Newbury String 

Players’ (NSP) music and stands waiting for Gerald.  It was rather late, so 

Joy honked the car horn.  Sometime later Gerald arrived, and said ‘Every 

time you hooted, I sat down and counted ten!’ 

 

In those wartime days there were some very snowy winters.  I always 

remember the excitement of getting up the hill to Ashmansworth in the car 

without getting stuck.  Gerald hoped to be snowed in on their hilltop so he 

wouldn’t need to go to his wartime Admiralty job for a few days. 

 

One Sunday, Gerald asked me to play the slow movement of his (as yet) 

uncompleted Cello Concerto, and asked my advice about bowing and some 

other details, as I had by now played many concertos with the NSP. 

 

I remember the beauty of Sophie Wyss singing some of Gerald’s beloved 

English music.  Gerald also first introduced me to Percy Grainger’s Mock 

Morris which the NSP performed with real Aussie gusto.  To Gerald most 

music was song; little articulation of rhythm and stress was demanded from 

the string players.  If Gerald sang, the articulation he used, to demonstrate 

what he wanted, was a ‘W’, ‘Wa’ or ‘Wo’.  Of course he understood about 

dance music too. 

 

I did not get down to Ashmansworth much during the summer of 1956, as I 

was so busy with many broadcasts and concerts (with chamber orchestras 

such as the Kalmar) and a Casals summer course, but I do remember one 

weekend visit.  Gerald was trying to finish some of his Hardy songs with 

John Carol Case, which I was only allowed to hear through the floor, and 

Joy was trying to defend him from all interruptions.   He seemed unwell, 

and when I asked Joy about it I got a hedged answer.  On 5 July, Gerald 

sent me an inscribed copy of the Cello Concerto, with a letter: 
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My dear Anna, 

This is a plaything for your idle moments!  I remember you trying 

through a few fragments years ago and now that the fragments are all 

joined together I hope you’ll like it. 

We had another lovely Bucklebury Concert on June 24
th
 and wish 

you had been there.  Now we’re rehearsing new things, until the 

break up at the end of the month.  Lots of concerts already mounting 

up for the next season. 

 I hope all’s flourishing.  We all send our love 

 Yours  

 Gerald 

 

He did not live to see the coming season, of course.  Joy wrote shortly after 

he died to explain his illness and stress the importance NSP had for her 

husband: 

 

One of his anxieties in these last years was the future of Newbury 

String Players.  He felt so strongly that this sort of music making 

should and could exist everywhere, and that Newbury String Players, 

with fifteen years of existence and experience, should continue, even 

under new influences and conditions. 

Christopher wants to try and conduct these next three concerts, and 

I think with his and your musicianship we could maintain our 

standard of musical vitality despite his technical immaturity. 

In this way, by continuing, we can best create a living memorial to 

the faith in the importance of Newbury String Players to the 

community. 

 

In late August 1958, Joy rang me up to come and play some 

unaccompanied cello suites to Uncle Ralph Vaughan Williams at 

Ashmansworth, it was a beautiful day.  Not long afterwards, a card came 

from Ursula: 

 

I am so glad that you played to us that Sunday, it was the last Bach 

Ralph heard, and like the rest of the golden week, was such a last 

time as one would choose for all loved things. 

 

The NSP gave an ‘In Memoriam’ concert for Vaughan Williams.  The 

programme included the Tallis Fantasia and an Adagio by Christopher 

Finzi, suggested by a phrase sung by Jesus in Bach’s St Matthew Passion, 
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‘Take, eat, this is my body’.  I was sorry Christopher did not continue to 

write music.  Wilfred Brown also sang Des Natalis, it seemed a truly fitting 

tribute to two composers, Ralph Vaughan Williams and Gerald Finzi, I had 

the wonderful honour to have known. 

 

Anna has written a biography, edited by Tomas Sterner and published by 

Trafford, full of detail and exciting personal anecdotes.  You will always be 

wanting to find out what happens next and you are encouraged to secure a 

copy for your summer reading. Visit the Kensington Chimes Music Shop or 

Amazon. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Anna and Bernard Roberts reharsing for their 1969 Purcell Room concerts 
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5 Reviews 
 

The Songs of Stephen Wilkinson – Martin Bussey 

 

The Sunlight on the Garden; The Songs of Stephen Wilkinson  

Signum classics SIGCD516 

Mhairi Lawson, soprano; Clare Wilkinson, mezzo-soprano; James 

Gilchrist, tenor; Matthew Brook, bass; Ian Buckle & Anna Markland, 

piano.  

 

It is very good to see this disc, which 

enables access to the music of one of 

the leading choral directors of the late 

twentieth century, but a figure whose 

musicianship and immense creativity 

goes far beyond the confines of 

choirs.  Happily still with us at 98, 

Stephen Wilkinson directed the BBC 

Northern Singers for many years.  His 

repertoire was famously wide and 

eclectic.  Notably, it embraced the 

choral music of contemporary British 

composers such as John Gardner and 

Anthony Milner whose star has now 

fallen somewhat.  This breadth of 

interest is evident in Stephen’s own writing, in which the legacy of Finzi 

can often be discerned. An interesting comparison can be made between 

Finzi’s setting of Proud Songsters and that on this disc.  The songs on this 

disc show mastery of diverse styles but always at the service of the text and 

expressed in a distinctive individual voice.  Herein lies one of the strengths 

of Stephen’s conducting and composing.  His attention to detail as a 

conductor was legendary.  The author was once the recipient of a private, 

individual session, because of unavailability for a rehearsal, in which 

minute details of rests, and where consonants were placed, were rigorously 

covered, but all within the context of what the text actually meant.  Always 

demanding, Stephen’s demands were relayed with a twinkle in the eye that 

is reflected in several of the songs here.  Clare Wilkinson, Stephen’s 

daughter, and one of the most expressive young singers around, has 

assembled a group of performers of the highest calibre in this recording.   
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Economy of musical language is a characteristic of many of the songs on 

the disc.  There is always a singing approach to vocal lines, although this 

doesn’t mean an absence of rigour in the musical language.  The chromatic 

language of At the manger, albeit underpinned by insistent pedal notes, 

gives a vivid sense of Mary’s apprehension.  The spare setting of Jonson’s 

The Hour-Glass, with static vocal lines at times, brilliantly evokes the 

insistent and unstoppable march of time. 

 

The songs are, typically for the 

composer, who is something of 

a polymath, very intelligent in 

their choice of texts.  For 

example, only one verse of In 

the bleak midwinter is used.  

The first song is a somewhat 

ruthlessly but wisely pruned 

setting of Rupert Brooke’s 

Granchester.  The songs are 

musical creations, not slavish 

recitations of the poems in 

music.  At the same time, the 

clarity with which decisions 

were taken regarding the verses 

or phrases to be omitted enables 

the many razor-sharp, often epigrammatic, musical ideas which colour 

individual poetic images so effortlessly to stand out in relief.  Central to the 

disc is a group of W.B Yeats poems, to which Stephen Wilkinson’s 

impressive intellect is absolutely well matched. To a Young Girl is brilliant 

in the prolonged rhythms of the vocal line which stretch across the 

apparently regular rhythmic figure of the piano part in an agony of fruitless 

longing.  Similarly, melodic lines which run across the metrical lines of O 

do not love too long enable the sense to be conveyed with great clarity; the 

message is simple, if dispiriting. Just occasionally an instinctive sense of a 

rhythmic pattern to suit complex phraseology of earlier days can seem to be 

at the expense of melodic invention.  In passages of The Garden, Marvell’s 

philosophical musings take over from musical immediacy occasionally, 

although they always lead to a felicitous moment of music image-painting, 

for example in the final line.  Setting twentieth-century verse provokes an 

instinctive, idiomatic melodic response, well shown in the setting of 

MacNiece’s The Sunlight on the Garden, which is particularly adept in 
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capturing the inner rhymes.  The sweep and pacing of this setting is 

particularly memorable, captured perfectly by James Gilchrist and Anna 

Markland.  There is a similarly instinctive response apparent in the setting 

of the fond memories of Eleanor Farjeon’s The Gate in the Wall. 

 

Humour is a key characteristic of the composer’s artistic make-up, although 

amusement is always based firmly on intelligence rather than flippancy.  

Several of the later songs on the disc transfer the twinkle in Stephen 

Wilkinson’s eye into settings of amusing poetry.  In many ways Edward 

Lear is an ideal song-writing companion.  The well-known poems are 

artfully supported by deft harmonic inflections, a characteristic of the disc. 

 

The piano writing in the settings is often spare.  This is apparent from the 

setting of Granchester.  Economical textures enable both clarity of text but 

also an understanding of Brooke’s sometimes lengthy groups of lines as 

they move slowly to their key point.  This trait of Brooke is perhaps 

stretched to the ultimate in his fish-focused Heaven.  Here, touches of 

lounge-bar harmony provide necessary relief to the poet’s rather too intense 

conceit of a fish heaven as a reproof to religious belief.  Where textures are 

thickened, as in the essentially homophonic accompaniment to Joly Jankyn, 

it serves to underline, with a stylistic nod to Warlock, perhaps, the 

medieval origin of the text. Similarly, in Maude Gonne takes down a book, 

richness of harmony is key to the mood of regret. 

 

The performances are of a calibre to match the songs. Occasionally voices 

sound perhaps a notch too far forward, but texts are always immaculately 

clear.  The contrasts between the voices are used to excellent advantage, for 

example, the richness of Clare Wilkinson’s voice in Joly Jankyn being 

complemented by the ardour of Matthew Brook’s assertive conclusion to 

Eternal Summer.  James Gilchrist’s crisp but cantabile lyricism is displayed 

at its best, particularly in the setting of Come away Death.  So also is his 

deftness of touch, particularly in the Welsh-inflected humour of Chapels, a 

setting of a poem by hymn writer Fred Pratt Green.  While never giving 

less than high-calibre vocal quality, all the singers capture the lightness 

which many of the settings require, while avoiding archness, for example, 

in the concluding stanza of The Owl and the Pussycat.  Similarly, nimble 

and clean fingers are constantly characteristic of the fine array of 

accompanists. 
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6 Obituaries 
 

Milein Cosman 

 

The front cover of this Newsletter depicts two drawings by Milein Cosman 

who was asked to draw Finzi by Anthony Gishford, the editor of what was 

then Boosey & Hawkes’ house magazine.  Gishford accompanied Gerald 

and Joy to the artist’s studio for the sitting.  The drawing was later given to 

Joy. 

 

Milein Cosman, who died last 

November aged 96, came to Britain 

from Nazi Germany in 1939 and 

established a reputation as an artist 

and illustrator; she was best known for 

her extraordinarily vital line drawings 

of prominent 20
th
 century musicians, 

artist and writers. 

 

Her drawings of leading cultural 

figures, often sketched ‘on the wing’ 

as she put it, brilliantly captured the energy and personality of figures 

ranging from Francis Bacon to Igor Stravinsky.  A constant figure at 

London concert halls over seven decades, she preferred to catch her 

subjects unawares and was at her best when working very fast. 

 

She studied at the Slade School of Art, where she studied drawing under 

Randolph Schwabe and lithography under Harold Jones. During the war, 

the Slade was evacuated to Oxford.  Here she attended university lectures, 

at one of which she spotted a young woman whom she felt she had to draw.  

“She was so striking with her high cheek bones, strong jaw, luminous eyes 

and light, light hair.  My friend said: ‘Don’t be a coward, go and ask her.’  

So I went over and she invited me to have cocoa at Somerville College and 

we became friends.”  The woman was Iris Murdoch, who became one of 

her favourite subjects.  “She looked a bit like Tolstoy without the beard.” 

she recalled. 

 

After art school, she returned to north London, where she worked as a 

freelance illustrator and found a way to make her living from portrait 

drawing after being commissioned by the Radio Times to draw the 
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conductor Constant Lambert at work at the BBC’s Maida Vale recording 

studios. 

 

In 1947 she attended the first Edinburgh Festival, where she had heard that 

Bruno Walter would be conducting.  “Some magazines agreed to publish 

any drawings that I did.  But I did not have the money to pay for a ticket for 

the concert.  One magazine told me their music critic might help me.”  The 

critic turned out to be the Vienna-born musician and writer Hans Keller.  

“My first thought when I saw him was: ‘What a face to draw.’  It was a 

coup de foudre.”  They married in 1961. 

 

In all she had nearly 30 solo exhibitions in Britain and abroad, and her 

work can be found in the collections of leading museums including the 

British Museum, the V&A and the National Portrait Gallery. 

 

She was also a prolific illustrator, including of books of her husband’s 

writings.  In 2006 she founded he Cosman Keller Art and Music Trust 

which supports young musicians and artists as well as publishing and 

exhibiting her own and her husband’s work. 
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